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							Resilience Handbook
						

					
					
						An International Handbook of Good Practices for Building Resilience Against Violent Religious Radicalisation Explore More
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							Policy Briefs
						

					
					
						Evidence, analysis and policy recommendations in compact form covering nine countries in Europe, North Africa and Asia. Explore More
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							The GREASE Films
						

					
					
						Two globe-spanning documentaries: Religion and Society and Countering Religious Extremism are now available to stream online.

 Explore More
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							Radicalisation and Resilience Case Studies
						

					
					
						In-depth reports on religious radicalisation and resilience in 12 selected countries.  Explore More
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							Indicators: The GREASE Toolkit & Country Assesments
						

					
					
						Socio-political indicators for assessing how religious diversity is governed. Assessment reports on 23 countries.  Explore More
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What can Europe learn from other parts of the world about governing religious diversity? The GREASE project has been finding out. Our consortium brought together researchers and eminent scholars from Europe, South & Southeast Asia, Asia Pacific and the MENA region. Together we spent four years investigating how religious diversity is governed in over two dozen countries. Comparing norms, laws and practices, we tried to ascertain what is useful (or not useful) in preventing religious radicalisation. Our research also shed light on different societal approaches to accommodating religious minorities and migrants.

GREASE succeeded in deepening our understanding of religious diversity governance, emphasizing insights for countering violent radicalisation.
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Learning



Free educational materials in multiple languages. Don’t miss our Massive Open Online Courses and film essays.
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Events



We convened stakeholder events (virtual and in-person) in Western Europe, Eastern Europe, Southeast Asia and North Africa. See the results of our workshops and final conference here.
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Publications



A handbook on preventing religious radicalisation, dozens of country reports, policy briefs, journal articles, blog posts, newsletters – GREASE produced a steady stream of observation and analysis.








Background

How do different countries deal with religious diversity? How can we help one another counter violent radicalisation while upholding fundamental rights? GREASE explored these questions in six corners of the world, enriching our comparative knowledge base and offering insights for policymaking.

The Read Me section of our website shines a light on GREASE’s central research themes: religious diversity governance, secularism, radicalism, and state-religion relations.
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									Final Newsletter
								

							We’re done! (almost) Our final newsletter previews our publications in the pipeline, highlights our Pakistan Country Report, and offers accounts Explore More
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									Final Conference
								

							Scores of researchers from around the globe gathered with policymakers in Brussels on 22 & 23 September 2022 to discuss Explore More
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									Policy Briefs
								

							Our compact policy briefs (6-8 pagers) offer not only evidence and analysis but recommendations too. The briefs are aimed at Explore More
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